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Bold 

Designer 
Interiors™

magazine-worthy interiors just got better. 



This is

Rohit



this is Rohit

We've always been proud to create BOLD interiors for 
our customers.



An award-winning builder with attainably priced homes, 
amazing amenities, and designer finishes — our diverse 

portfolio of single-family and multi-family home styles can 

be found in communities across Canada.

This is  
Rohit Homes 

About Rohit  Founded as a small family business in 1986 by Radhe Gupta, 


      his wife Krishna, and named after their son Rohi

 Rohit does everything with a purpose

 Four-time winner of Edmonton’s Home Builder of the Yea

 Over 6,000 homes sold across Western Canada!



Until now, every element of our Designer Interiors™ has been 
professionally curated with a specific style in mind, down to the 
smallest detail. Once these details are chosen by our designers, 
they are fixed. The problem is that styles, trends and supply 
lines all change — sometimes daily! When a specific finish can 
no longer be sourced, our designers and customers are left 
scrambling to replace the finish without compromising the 
completed look. 


It has always been our belief and intention that every single 
customer can have a beautiful home within their budget. 

We're delivering 
more design to you

This is Rohit



This is Rohit

we’ve

thought of


something

better.

Intrigued?

That approach just isn’t working anymore. 



We’ve thought of something better. 



An approach that ensures each home is unique, perfectly 
curated and responsive to the changing landscape of home 
design trends and supply and demand.





An award-winning designer born in Shanghai but based in 
Calgary, Louis Duncan-He is renowned for creating distinctively 
stunning interiors that reflect various styles — all of which 
inspire and embolden the heart and soul. Louis believes that 
your space should be timeless and authentic. 



His signature fluid design perspective celebrates the beauty in 
between elegant and relaxed, bold and instinctual, architectural 
and organic. 






Did you see his own home featured on HGTV?

Introducing

Introducing Louis Duncan-He

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tOGR54pwKFI


Featured in:

Just to name a few!

 Coveted Magazin
 House & Hom
 Architectural Diges
 Style at Hom
 Western Livin
 Avenue Magazine
 Reno & Deco
 our home
 viva online magazin
 Reveal by the Scott Brothers
 Beautiful Design made Simple

Louis has notably been included in: 



House & Home Top 100 Canadian Interior Designers for 2023

Coveted Magazines' +100 Top International Interior Designers of 2020

Avenue Magazine’s 2019 Top 40 Under 40




Where you’ve seen him

Introducing Louis Duncan-He



Introducing Louis Duncan-He

Can change lives.

Style

The essence of genuine beauty & style is 
simply a way of aligning who you are and 
how you visually express it to the world. 



As featured in 
Style At Home

Introducing Louis Duncan-He



Introducing Louis Duncan-He



These fully-curated 
designs will bring an 

unparalleled level of 
style to single and 
multi-family living.

Working with Rohit Homes, the Louis 
Duncan-He team has created three 
stunning and unique designs for our 
NEW Bold Designer Interiors™. 

A Powerful Pairing



Louis and Rohit Homes have collaborated to curate finishes 
specifically for your home. No more one-size-fits-most design. 
Louis has personally selected each feature and finish to ensure 
your home meets the highest design standards. As a result, the 
designs are sure to be completely unique and magazine worthy. 


By selecting finishes unique to each home, Louis helps us 
eliminate costly delays caused by supply issues and ensures 

that your home reflects the most up-to-date design styles and 
trends while remaining distinctively timeless.

selecting

finishes


unique

to each


home

A Powerful Pairing



Bold 

Designer 
Interiors™



Our new bold 

Designer Interiors



We are in love with the new Interiors 
created by Louis Duncan-He, and 
we’re certain you will be, too! 



™

Neoclassical Revival

Ethereal Zen 

Haute Contemporary  





Meet: 

Bold Designer Interiors™



Truly timeless, this Designer Interior™ pays 
homage to historical and architectural design 
elements, celebrating the highest standard in 
luxury and taste. If you’re looking for something 
that feels curated and bespoke, look no further 
than Neoclassical Revival.


The artist renderings provided are conceptual and may be modified without prior notice. We cannot guarantee that the facilities or features 

depicted in the show home or in this marketing material will be ultimately built, or if constructed, that they will match exactly in terms of type, 

size, or specification. Dimensions are approximations and final dimensions are likely to change, the windows, and garage doors denoted in the 

renderings may be subject to modifications based on the specific elevation of the building.

Neo

Classical


revival

 

Neoclassical Revival



Neoclassical Revival



Timeless

Classic


Elegant

Poised


Exquisite

Grace


Luxury

Taste


Neoclassical Revival



neo-classical revivalNeoclassical Revival



Neoclassical Revival



Neoclassical Revival



Surround yourself in serene tonal and textural 
layers. This Designer Interior™ brings together 
finishes that feel natural and organic, speaking 
to the artisan and the eco-conscious. You’ll feel 
relaxed and rejuvenated in your ethereal space.

ethereal

zen

Ethereal Zen

The artist renderings provided are conceptual and may be modified without prior notice. We cannot guarantee that the facilities or features 

depicted in the show home or in this marketing material will be ultimately built, or if constructed, that they will match exactly in terms of type, 

size, or specification. Dimensions are approximations and final dimensions are likely to change, the windows, and garage doors denoted in the 

renderings may be subject to modifications based on the specific elevation of the building.



Ethereal Zen



Natural


Organic


Textural


Layered


Tonal


Serene


Artisian


Beautiful


Ethereal Zen



Ethereal Zen



Ethereal Zen



Ethereal Zen



Get ready to go BOLD with the Haute Contemporary 
Designer Interior™. Experience a visceral, chic, high-impact 
design that will wow everyone who steps through your 
door. This design energy is inspired by the pages of your 
favourite fashion or home decor magazine and is truly 
responsive to the best and most up-to-date design trends.

haute

contemporary

The artist renderings provided are conceptual and may be modified without prior notice. We cannot guarantee that the facilities or features 

depicted in the show home or in this marketing material will be ultimately built, or if constructed, that they will match exactly in terms of type, 

size, or specification. Dimensions are approximations and final dimensions are likely to change, the windows, and garage doors denoted in the 

renderings may be subject to modifications based on the specific elevation of the building.

Haute Contemporary



Haute Contemporary



Bold

Chic


High impact

Visceral


Stylish

Elevated


Innovative


Haute Contemporary



Haute Contemporary



Haute Contemporary



Haute Contemporary



a Message From.. .

For myself and the team, it’s a dream come true to work with an amazing 
home builder like Rohit Homes to bring my design aesthetic into their 
customers' homes. I’m excited about the three design energies we’ve created 
which will provide endless opportunities to create unique and exciting designs. 
Through the dynamic exploration of intent, materiality, colour, and texture — 
Rohit customers are about to discover what it means to live beautifully!

A Message from Louis



&a Message From.. .

Rohit Homes

This new partnership with an award-winning designer is an exciting new 
evolution in how Rohit Homes does business. We have always strived to 
deliver the most beautiful, magazine-worthy interiors to our customers. 
Working with an esteemed designer like Louis is a natural step in the right 
direction. We cannot wait to share the amazing Designer Interiors™ that 
Louis has curated for Rohit Homes. Together, we’ll continue to deliver on  
the promise of making every person feel better about where they live!

A Message from Rohit


